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Proposal Coordinator / Technical Writer 

For over 40 years ISE has been a world leader in the production of manned and unmanned 
underwater vehicles. We place great emphasis on developing equipment to meet the specific 
requirements of each clients’ unique mission. ISE’s skilled and agile team of Engineers and 
Technicians produce customized, mission driven vehicles that vastly outperform off the shelf 
solutions in less time and at lower costs.  

ISE offers a competitive compensation and benefits package, flexible working hours and a 
unique work environment. If you are passionate about the Earth’s oceans and the technology 
that enables their exploration – we would love to hear from you.  

Job Description 

ISE is seeking a Proposal Coordinator / Technical Writer for a full-time, one-year contract 
position, with the possibility to extend, at our facility in Port Coquitlam. 

At ISE you will become part of a close-knit team in this cutting edge, varied and exciting field of 
technology. A career at ISE means you will have opportunities for growth, learning, travel, social 
events and taking on new and challenging responsibilities. The right candidate for a career at ISE 
should be enthusiastic, organized and excited to learn. We often say that everyone at ISE wears 
many hats, so every day is different. With our give and take philosophy, there is significant 
flexibility to shape both your day to day and long-term goals if you are the type of person who 
takes initiative and excels when given a challenge.  

The successful candidate must be excited to learn how our products, their subsystems, and the 
components of these subsystems work to gain the knowledge required to generate clear and 
concise technical copy for proposals and tender responses, papers, reports, manuals, and 
marketing material related to unmanned underwater vehicles (UUV).  

▪ Edit and proofread others work 
▪ Take ownership of document creation to ensure deadlines and objectives are met 
▪ Working with business development, technical staff, and contract document administration 

to learn and grow into the role 
▪ Fielding questions from customers  

Basic Qualifications 

▪ Degree or diploma in technical and/or communication field 
▪ Training in Technical Writing 
▪ Demonstrated ability to quickly learn how things work to gain the in-depth understanding of 

the products and explain it to others 
▪ Experience creating technical proposals 
▪ Experience taking ownership of technical document creation  
▪ Time management and organizational skills with the ability to work under tight deadlines 
▪ Ability to translate complex technical concepts into clear English 
▪ Must be able to obtain a Canadian security clearance 

Assets 

▪ Experience writing government tender response documents 
▪ Experience with UUV industry 
▪ Experience with government and defence industries 
▪ Experience developing technical manuals 
▪ Three (3) years experience in a relevant field 
▪ Some graphic design experience 
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To Apply 

Please do not telephone. 

Submit resume, cover letter, and writing sample to: Hiring Manager: careers@ise.bc.ca 

 


